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 In the last newsletter I left you with this photo 
of one of our cats admiring the small stitching I 
had completed for this newsletter. 
 
It shows that if you turn your back for one 
minute a paw will magnetise itself to your 
stitching. 
 
I have recently finished a pattern of four sheep 
that can be displayed and stitched in several 
different ways other than putting the fabric 
into a frame. 
 
Sheep are always a very popular subject and 
the graph below will demonstrate how one 
pattern can be presented very differently. 
 

 
Change the colours or omit them entirely and the design becomes very different. Two are 
back stitched with only the noses and ears cross stitched. The third is cross stitched in bright 
colours just for fun on fabric that has been coloured with ink. 
 
The first example is detailed below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Four Sheep decorated with felt poms 
 
Actual design size – 23sts high x 21sts across 
Display size – 11cms high x 13cms wide. Cut the fabric slightly larger than this. 
 
Fabric:     25 count Antique White Lugana by Zweigart® 

Readymade 2cms felt balls 
DMC Threads: 
           
 bs  310 Black 
  - 318           Steel Grey 
 
The design is cross stitched with two strands of thread over two strands of fabric. 
 
Back Stitching details: 
 
Back stitch each sheep with one strand of 310. Work a tiny straight stitch for the nose. 
 
 

            
 
 
To display: 
 
Cut a piece of foam core or cardboard 11cms high x 13cms wide. 
Press a piece of iron-on vilene to the back of the stitching to prevent fraying. 
Cut the fabric to fit and attach to that board with double sided tape. 
 
Thread a large needle with 6 strands of embroidery thread. Thread each felt ball through 
the middle, putting on enough to measure the same height as the board. Repeat for the 
other side of the stitching. Making sure each line of felt balls is evenly placed, and then tape 
into place at the back of the board.  



The Cross Stitch Alphabet Ball with Buttons is now available. The photos are at the top of 
the newsletter. 
I had a lot of fun designing and stitching the ball with its 14 stitched sections, each with 2 
letters of the alphabet. The further 12 small squares that go to make up the ball are only 
backstitched around the edge.  All sewing and assembly is done from the right side.  
Small sections to stitch seem to come together quickly and it was also a good excuse to use 
up the many buttons I have collected over the years. 
Funnily enough as with each project, I still had to buy a few more buttons. Doesn’t it always 
happen? The quilter has metres of fabric but still needs that little bit more to add to the 
newest project. The cross stitcher always needs just one more coloured thread. The knitter 
just one more ball. 
 
The Alphabet ball is a decoration only and the top panel has an area that a name or a date 
can be stitched with the alphabet provided.  
The ball would also look great stitched on lots of different coloured fabric (one way to use 
all those scraps of cross stitch fabric) or in two shades of blue with small white squares. The 
options are endless. 
 
I have packs of 15 buttons in my Etsy shop to start you off if you don’t  have enough in your 
stash. https://www.etsy.com/nz/shop/CherryParkerPatterns 

 
 
The move to replace plastic shopping bags is 
rapidly catching on and no doubt this is a good 
thing for the planet.  
We often need good sturdy bags to carry the 
heavy things we buy although these bags do take 
up quite a bit of room in the boot of the car as well 
as in the trolley when I get into the supermarket. 
So for those times when we only buy a few items 
or to contain groceries that are not too weighty I 
have made myself some cloth bags. 
 
I have an aversion to sewing machines and those 
who know me well will know that 98% of what I 
stitch is by hand so this pattern needed to be very 
easy indeed. 
 
 
 
 

The pattern is the easiest ever bag pattern. 
 

 Cut 4 rectangles ( bag and handles) 

 Press 8 hems 

 Sew 8 straight seams 
That’s it – one very easy bag! 



 
Available now at https://www.etsy.com/nz/shop/CherryParkerPatterns 
The bags can easily be rolled up taking up very little room and can easily be washed. 
 

 
Change the fabric for each bag giving a new look each time to a very simple pattern. 
 
 
 
We in New Zealand are envious of those of you reading this in the Northern Hemisphere. 
The shortest day has just passed and we are in the middle of what seems to be a wetter and 
colder than normal winter.  
 
Bleak days and cold temperatures affect us all but this winter we have taken up the trend of 
looking after the wild birds who struggle for food at this time of the year. 
A bird feeder has been erected high in a nearby tree and a bottle of sugary water has been 
added to the deck which is high and away from cats. 
 
A mandarin was placed beside the sugary water and the tuis came on the first day. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tip of the month. 
 
I always use a bolster cushion to rest when my arms when I am stitching. It is firmly stuffed 
and covered with soft dark fabric. This makes it easier to see the holes on white evenweave 
material. If stitching onto black fabric place a white cloth over the cushion. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The new pattern I am working on combines felt flowers and back stitched words.  
 
So next month look out for the free felt pattern and the best way to stitch words. 
 
We all have a favourite quote that needs to be stitched! 
 
Until then keep warm and keep stitching. 
 
 
Cherry 
 
 
 
  
 
Patterns can be seen by clicking on –  
 
www.etsy.com/nz/shop/CherryParkerPatterns 
 
www.nzcrossstitch.co.nz/shop  
  
https://felt.co.nz/shop/cherryparker 
 
If you wish to unsubscribe from this newsletter email me at cherry.parker@xtra.co.nz with 
unsubscribe in the subject line. 
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